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MEDICAL OFFICE MARKET
Healthcare Job Growth Tightens Market
More Office Buildings Converting to Medical Space
OVERVIEW

High Costs, Shortage of Doctors
Two of the biggest issues facing the healthcare industry is shortage of
doctors and cost. According to the Association of American Medical
Colleges, New Jersey could be short by as many as 2,800 doctors by
2020 and is trying to add more residency programs as a partial solution.
Cost continues to rise, and while the State’s healthcare improved over
the past year, lawmakers continue to seek ways to make healthcare more
affordable. To that extent, New Jersey is switching to a health insurance
exchange in an effort to give its residents more affordable coverage.
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JOB GROW TH

Less in Hospitals, More Outpatient
The healthcare industry continues to grow in the United States, adding
35,000 jobs in June 2019, and is expected to continue as the fastest
growing sector as the population ages. The job growth is not occurring
within hospitals, which continue to merge, but in outpatient centers and
in-home health care. Physicians’ offices are also adding jobs at a steady
pace. In New Jersey, the Health Care and Social Assistance employment
increased by 5,800 jobs year-over-year ending June 2019, accounting
for 12.6% of jobs added within the State. Continued strong growth in
the healthcare industry bodes well for office building owners who have
the ability to convert all or part of their assets to support the growing
medical office sector.
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77,688 sf

Conversions growing
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DEMAND

Solid Start to the Year
Following a strong second half of 2018, the medical office market
continued to tighten, recording 121,455 square feet of positive net
absorption during the first six months of 2019. During the past twelve
months, 443,148 square feet was absorbed in total. Moreover, the
market has experienced increasing occupancy levels for the past ten
quarters. St. Joseph’s Health highlighted activity during the past six
months, signing a lease of 60,000 square feet in Totowa. The healthcare
provider is developing a state-of-the-art ambulatory care center on the
site which is owned by Community Health Care Associates (CHA).
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VAC A N C Y

Unemployment Rate

Mixed-Bag
The overall vacancy rate continued to improve in the medical office
sector, improving to11.8%, its best level since Q1 2008. However,
only half of the 12 counties studied recorded improved occupancy
levels during the first six months of 2019.
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Townships Executing Redevelopment Plans
Two redevelopment projects by CHA highlighted activity thus far
in 2019. The St. Joseph’s Health lease came as part of an ongoing
plan in Totowa, as it is one of two new planned 60,000-squarefoot buildings. In Plainfield, the planned Muhlenberg Medical Arts
Complex is part of a half-billion-dollar plan.
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Job Growth
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Heal t hc are and S oc i al As s i s t anc e

Tepid Growth
While not near the peak levels reached pre-recession, strong
demand has resulted in a steady climb in asking rents during the
past six years, an overall increase of nearly five-percent.
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INVESTMENT SALES

Smaller Buildings Dominated Activity
Following a strong 2018, sales volume slowed during the first
half of this year. National Business Parks acquired 131 Madison
Avenue, a 52,000-square-foot fully-leased building in Morristown
for $15.5 million. This was one of only a few larger medical office
building sales, as 70% of the trading took place in buildings that
were less than 10,000 square feet in size.
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Net Absorption and Vacancy

OUTLOOK

N e w Je rs e y

Opportunities Increasing With Demand
Medical providers continue to await a national healthcare plan,
keeping the industry a bit unsettled. In New Jersey, as market
conditions tighten, it is anticipated that more office and retail
property owners will offer vacant space as medical opportunities,
especially in smaller office buildings and shopping centers.
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Transwestern Commercial Services (TCS) is a privately held real estate firm of collaborative entrepreneurs who deliver a higher level of personalized service and innovative client solutions.
Applying a consultative approach to Agency Leasing, Asset Services, Occupier Solutions, Capital Markets and Research, our fully integrated global organization adds value for investors, owners
and occupiers of all commercial property types. We leverage market insight and operational expertise from across the Transwestern enterprise, which includes firms specializing in development
and real estate investment management. TCS has 34 U.S. offices and assists clients from more than 200 offices in 37 countries through strategic alliances with France-based BNP Paribas Real
Estate and Canada-based Devencore. Experience Extraordinary at transwestern.com and @Transwestern.
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